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Isospin Breaking in Low-Energy Pion-Nucleon Scattering
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We have analyzed low-energy pion-nucleon data for isospin invariance by comparing charge-
exchange amplitudes derived from charge-exchange data with those predicted from recentp6p elastic
data through the application of isospin invariance. A discrepancy of the order of 7% is observed beyond
the contributions of thep6p Coulomb interaction and the hadronic mass differences.

PACS numbers: 13.75.Gx, 24.80.Dc, 25.80.Gn
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Of the eight reactions of the formpN ! p 0N 0 the
only three directly accessible experimentally are tho
with charged pion beams and proton targets:p6p elastic
scattering, with amplitudesf6, andp2p ! p0n charge-
exchange (CEX) scattering, with amplitudefCEX. Isospin
conservation gives a relationship among these three a
plitudes, thetriangle identity

fCEX 
1

p
2

sf1 2 f2d . (1)

Since isospin symmetry is only approximate, the di
crepancy in this relation,D ; fCEX 2 sf1 2 f2dy

p
2, is

expected to be nonzero. Interesting physics lies in the v
lation of this relation beyond effects due to the hadron
mass differences and the Coulomb interaction.

It is the purpose of this Letter to demonstrate tha
recent experimental data at low energies require
residual contribution toD, of the order of20.012 fm
in the s wave. This number is to be compared with
the low-energys-wave CEX amplitude of approximately
20.19 fm. There is a similar, but less well-determined
breaking in thep wave spin-flip amplitude.

The triangle identity implies a bound on the elastic an
charge-exchange cross sections given by
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s2 d2. (2)

In tests of this inequality [1] no evidence for isospin
breaking was found. The difficulty with this test is tha
even a large breaking in isospin does not guarantee
violation. A better test of isospin invariance can be mad
by an analysis of the amplitude itself.

The study of isospin-breaking effects is favored at lo
energies for the following reasons. (1) Recent measu
ments of pion-nucleon elastic [2] and charge-exchange
scattering forTp # 50 MeV have yielded data of excep-
tionally high quality. A new pionic atom measuremen
has also been recently obtained [4]. (2) There is a min
mum in each of the amplitudes in this energy range.
small value of any one of the amplitudes is useful sinc
Eq. (1) implies that if any ofsf1, f2,

p
2 fCEXd is zero

the other two must have equal magnitudes. (3) At the
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low energies the imaginary part of the amplitudes is ver
small. (4) Thes- and p-wave amplitudes suffice to de-
scribe scattering and have a smoothand gentleenergy
dependence.

The existence of a minimum in the charge-exchang
cross section at 0± is very important, since its position in
energy can be determined much more precisely expe
mentally than the absolute magnitude of the cross sectio
Fitzgeraldet al. [3] determined the energy of the mini-
mum to beTp  45.1 6 0.5 MeV.

While one could attempt to apply Eq. (1) directly, it
seems more appropriate to correct for the known isosp
breaking effects. To this end we fitted the scatterin
amplitudes with coupled-channel potential models [5
These dynamical equations serve as an interpolati
mechanism in energy, enforce unitarity ands-channel
analyticity, and include the mass splitting and Coulom
interaction explicitly. We emphasize that this particula
approach for the Coulomb corrections is expected
have very little effect on the result. One could use, fo
example,K-matrix approaches as well.

To estimate the model dependence in this technique w
have repeated the fits with several forms for the stron
interaction potentials: a dipole separable form, three loc
potentials (sums of two Yukawa, exponential, or Gaussia
functions), and the nonlocal form used in Ref. [5]. While
the potentials derived from the fits are not unique, th
scattering amplitudes produced show very little mode
dependence.

First, the elastic data (including the atomic point
were fitted by adjusting the parameters of the strong
interaction potential in the coupled-channel system, pro
ducing partial-wave amplitudes (s, p nonflip, andp flip)
f6. The resulting values ofx2, evaluated with various po-
tential models from the set of elastic data alone, are give
in the second column of Table I. The elastic data set
with x2

6 of about 252 for 227 data points, are rather con
sistent. We have included 13 data sets taken by three d
ferent experimental groups at three different laboratorie
so consistency of the data is quite significant. Charg
exchange amplitudesfP

CEX are produced at the same time
© 1995 The American Physical Society
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TABLE I. Values of x2. The subscriptR indicates the
residual value after subtracting the elastic pionx2

6, taken from
column 1. If isospin were conserved,x2

R would be expected
to be of the order ofx2

CEX, from column 2. All x2 include
contributions from the normalization uncertainties.

x2
6 x

2
CEX

Model 227 pts 37 pts x2
RsPd x2

RsFd

Local
Yukawa 251 37 736 279
Gaussian 253 34 786 258
Exponential 252 33 725 245

Separable
Ref. [5] 248 32 553 254
Dipole 253 34 596 251

by the solution of the coupled-channel system. TheP on
fP

CEX indicates that this amplitude is a prediction, base
solely on the elastic data and the assumption of isosp
invariance of the strong potentials. The elastic data ha
a precision of the order of 2%, implying an error in th
predicted CEX amplitude of the order of60.003 fm.

Next, the CEX data alone were fitted, producing th
CEX partial-wave amplitudesfF

CEX. As is seen from
the second column of Table I, the CEX data set is ve
consistent, with a typicalx2 of about 34 for 37 data
points.

We briefly mention data sets which we have omitte
or have included only in some of our analyses [6]. W
have not included the data of Bertinet al. which have
a normalization inconsistent with the later, more exte
sive, data from the meson factories; the normalization u
certainty is unknown. With the exception of the larges
angle point, the elastic data of Auldet al. are consistent
with our fits, while the six data points of Blecheret al. lie

FIG. 1. s-wave p-nucleon charge-exchange amplitudes. Th
solid and dash-dotted curves correspond to fits to the CEX d
and the dash-only or dot-only curves are predictions of th
various models based on elastic data only. The dash-dot
and dotted curves are from fits with the Yukawa potential usin
only data published in refereed journals.
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8%–20% above them. We have not used the integral el
tic data of Friedmanet al. and of Krisset al., which dis-
agree with each other in our energy range; the present
is consistent with the latter. It is also consistent with th
three charge-exchange data points of Ullmanet al. The
preliminary charge-exchange data of Pocanic in the SA
database have not been included; we look forward to t
final analysis of these data.

The relevant question ishow close arefP
CEX, predicted

from the elastic data with the assumption of isospin
invariance of the strong interactions, andfF

CEX, obtained
directly from the charge-exchange data?If isospin
invariance were perfect (except for Coulomb and mas
splitting effects), we would expect these amplitudes to b
equal. Our results, which show a clear discrepancy, a
given in Fig. 1 fors-wave amplitudes and in Fig. 2 for the
p-wave non-spin-flip and spin-flip amplitudes.

The excessx2 resulting from a fit to the combined
data sets over the sum of the components provides
quantitative measure of isospin breaking. Thex2 from
the CEX data set alone calculated from the paramete
determined by a fit to the elastic data is shown in colum
3 of Table I. Thesmallestof these numbers (553 for 37
data points or a totalx2 of 801 for 268 data points) leads

FIG. 2. p-wavep-nucleon charge-exchange amplitudes. Th
solid curves correspond to fits to the CEX data, and the brok
curves are predictions of the various models based on ela
data only.
3741
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to a rejection of the hypothesis of isospin conservation
a very high level of confidence.

Of course, the strong-interaction parameters can be
fitted to the entire data set with a consequent reduction
the residualx2

R s;x
2
total 2 x2

6d (column 4 in Table I). We
have attempted to find acceptable fits to the global s
of data (CEX and elastic together) in two different way
which differ according to the treatment of the data no
malization errors.

First, the normalizations of the individual data se
were fixed at their values obtained in the separate fi
to the elastic and CEX data. The best fits obtained w
this procedure, assuming isospin conservation, havex

2
R

of approximately 250 (column 4 in Table I), which is to
be compared with about 34, the typicalx2 for the CEX
fit alone. The size of this number (x

2
total of around 500)

shows a strong and statistically significant incompatibili
(the probability thatx2 would be this big or bigger is
of the order of10214) between the elastic and CEX data
assuming isospin invariance.

Second, we have allowed the normalizations of the da
to be modified in the course of the global fit. In this cas
the x

2
R are in the range of 117 or greater. The resu

has a statistical confidence level of approximately 0.9
for the rejection of the conservation of isospin. We b
lieve, however, that the case for isospin breaking is ev
stronger than this already significant number would su
gest. The resulting changes in the normalization consta
show strong correlations; a systematic rescaling of t
charge-exchange differential cross section downward a
the elastic cross sections upwards is seen.

We have included the sumx2
norm 

P
ifsNi 2 1dyeig2 to

account for the uncertaintyei in the normalizationNi of
the ith data set. TheNi are not completely independen
for the same experimental conditions (detectors, be
lines, etc.) except for different energies. To test the se
sitivity of the calculated amplitudes to these correlation
we have experimented with the groupings of the da
For example, in the CEX data of Fitzgeraldet al. [3],
we have made separate fits with the two extreme case
single overall normalization(x2

norm  fsNFitz 2 1dyeFitzg2)
and five independent norms, corresponding to each of
beam energies. Even though the best-fit values ofNFitz

i

differ somewhat, the resulting CEX amplitudes are nea
equal to those obtained with a single overall norma
zation constant. Similar comments apply to the Sad
et al. CEX data.

Figure 3 shows the real part of the 0± CEX ampli-
tude which results from the fitted value offF

CEX and the
“predicted” value of the charge-exchange amplitudefP

CEX.
These amplitudes would be equal if the only isospin sym
metry breaking were due to mass splitting and Coulom
effects. From this figure it is clear that the prediction
from the elastic amplitudes gives values of the crossi
energy which are consistently lower than the CEX fits (
the direct data). The amplitude difference is nearly co
3742
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FIG. 3. Energy dependence of the predicted and fitted char
exchange amplitudes at 0±, fP

CEXs0d and fP
CEXs0d. The solid

curves correspond to fits to the CEX data and the broken curv
are predictions of the various models based on elastic data on

stant with a value of20.010 6 0.003 fm. Note that the
comparison with the predicted zero crossing is indepe
dent of the normalization of the CEX data.

It is instructive to compare the size of isospin break
ing observed to that of the hadronic mass splitting an
the Coulomb interaction which are reliably calculated i
our coupled-channel model [5]. In the Gaussian pote
tial model the contribution of the Coulomb interaction to
the s-wave charge-exchange amplitude is approximate
20.005 fm at 10.4 MeV, and decreases to20.002 fm at
51.8 MeV. In the same model the contribution of th
hadronic mass splitting to thes-wave charge-exchange am
plitude is20.012 fm at 10.4 MeV and falls to20.001 fm
at 51.8 MeV. Note that, while these corrections are signi
cant at very low energies, in the range just below 50 Me
where our result is most relevant, the corrections are of t
order of 10% of the difference seen in Fig. 1.

The radiative-capture channel has not been included
the present analysis, but previously it was estimated [
that the effect on the amplitude is of the order of 0.5%.

One cannot distinguish in the present work where th
breaking actually occurs; it could as well be in the charg
exchange, in the elastic scattering amplitudes, or in a co
bination. The triangle discrepancy can be decomposed
terms of the amplitudes defined in Ref. [7],

fCEX 2
1

p
2

sfp1 2 fp2 d  2
a3p

2
2

p
3 a6

2

1

s
3
5

a7

2
1

a8p
10

. (3)

Since a8 is believed to be very small anda6 is due
largely to Coulomb effects which we have explicitly in-
cluded, the test can be considered as measuring a com
nation of the amplitudesa3 and a7. Isospin breaking in
theNN system is most often discussed in terms ofrv [8]
and ph [9] mixing. If they are valid hadronic theories
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their concepts must apply to pion-nucleon scattering a
well. Within a meson-mixing model,a3 may be attributed
to rv mixing, which affects elastic scattering only in
leading order, whilea7 may be attributed toph mixing,
which affects charge-exchange scattering only [7]. It i
impossible to distinguish between these sources of isosp
breaking solely by use of the triangle discrepancy. Th
separation ofa3 and a7 requires a study of an additional
reaction.

Low energy pion-deuteron elastic charge asymmetrie
are sensitive toa3. From recent data [10] and published
calculations of Coulomb breaking [11] one can estimat
this amplitude. If we assume that all of the breaking in
Eq. (3) is in thea3 amplitude (the elastic scattering) then
there is consistency in sign and approximate magnitud
between the two experiments. If one assumes that ther

coupling constant to the pion is the same as to the n
cleon, then the calculation of the nucleon-nucleon isosp
breaking through therv mixing [8] can be applied di-
rectly to the present case [12]. Such a calculation give
about the right magnitude but the opposite sign to th
present (and deuteron) result. Recently, the derivation
the standard result has been called into question by tre
ments which calculate the mixing microscopically [13]
These approaches often find isospin-breaking potentials
the opposite sign to the standard calculations which cou
bring about agreement with the present work but woul
fail to explain the breaking in theNN interaction.

In order to determine the amount of breaking due t
a7, the most direct measurement would be a compariso
of the position of the CEX minimum from the reactions
p2p ! p0n and p1n ! p0p. Since analog transitions
are known to display the minimum clearly, a compariso
of p2 3He ! p0 3H with p1 3H ! p0 3He could be used
to obtain the same information.

In conclusion, by analyzing recent high-quality pion-
nucleon elastic and charge-exchange scattering data
have found clear indications of isospin breaking in th
pion-nucleon interaction beyond the effects of Coulom
and hadronic mass splitting. The size of the breaking
represented by the triangle discrepancy ofD  20.012 6

0.003 fm for the s wave alone orD  20.011 6 0.03 fm
for the sum of thes andp waves at 40 MeV.
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